It is shown that the linear sum of two Borel subsets of the real line need not be Borel, even if one of them is compact and the other is Gt-This result is extended to a fairly wide class of connected topological groups.
Introduction.
If C and D are Borel subsets of the real line R, need C+Pbe Borel?2 Here C+D denotes the set {x+y|xEC, yET?}.
In the simplest cases the answer is obviously "yes"; for example if at least one of C, D is countable or open, or if both are P" sets. We shall show that in the next simplest case, in which C is compact and D is Gs, the answer is "no"; C+D need not be Borel.3 (It will, of course, be analytic; in fact the sum of two analytic sets is analytic, being a continuous image of their product.) The answer to the corresponding question about the plane (with + denoting vector sum) has been known for some time, though it does not appear to be in the literature.
The present construction imitates the plane counterexample in the space A XB, where A, B are suitable additive subgroups of R, and then transfers it to A +B ER-The axiom of choice is not required.
The subgroups.
As was shown by von Neumann [3] , if we put
, where p(a) = 2\ then the numbers/(x), x> 0, are algebraically independent. Clearly/ is strictly increasing, and is continuous at each irrational x; hence, if P+ denotes the set of positive irrationals, f(P+) is homeomorphic to P+ and therefore contains a Cantor set KA In turn, K clearly contains two (in fact, c) disjoint Cantor sets Ki, A2. We let A, B denote the additive subgroups of R generated by Ki, A2 respectively. Thus
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There exist a Cantor set CER, and a Gs subset D of R, such that C+D is not Borel.
Proof. The subgroup A contains Kx which contains a homeomorph Pi of the space of irrational numbers. Take a non-Borel analytic subset E of the Cantor set K2 (cf. [l, p. 368]). There is a continuous map g of Pi onto E; let G be its graph, a subset of PiXA2C^4 XP. As in [l, pp. 366, 367], G is closed in PiXP; and Pi is an absolute Gs. Thus G is Gs in A XB, and therefore (3) (A X B)\G is cr-compact.
Let F=A X {0}. Note that F+G (where + here refers to the group operation in the direct product A XB) is not Borel in A XB, because its intersection with JO} XB is the non-Borel set ir2(G) =E. Now consider the homomorphism <b:AXB->R given by cp(a, b) = a+b. Clearly c/> is continuous and (by choice of A and B) one-toone. We note that <p(F+G) is not Borel in P, since otherwise the continuity of <p would show that <j>~1(d)(F+G)) would be Borel in A XB; but this set is F+G. Thus (4) (b(F)+<l>(G) is not Borel in R.
We have, however, . This is a Cantor set because it is clearly compact and perfect, and also nowhere dense (since otherwise A =R, contradicting (4)). Again, <p(G) is Gs in A+B, for (since <b is 1-1) its complement (A+B)\<b(G) is the image under 0 of (AXB)\G, and is therefore cr-compact, by (3). But A+B is P" in P; hence <p(G) is Gs" in R, and we may write <p(G) =U^=i G" where each G" is a Gs in R. Now (4) and (5) show that Um," (Am+Gf) is non-Borel; hence there exist m, n such that Am+Gn is non-Borel, and we merely take C = Am, D = G". 4 . Remarks. Mr. Rao has called to our attention that, starting from the above theorem, L. A. Rubel's method [5] will produce pathological Borel measurable functions on the real line. For instance, if <p(x) = sup_M<<<00 \f(x+t)-f(x -t)\, then the Borel measurability of/ does not imply that of cp.
It may also be worth remarking that not every analytic subset of R is expressible as the sum of two (or more) Borel sets. Neumann's construction, showing in particular that every connected topological group with a complete metric, which is either locally compact or abelian, contains an independent Cantor subset. The foregoing arguments apply virtually unchanged5 to show that every such group (written additively) contains two Borel sets (in fact a compact set and a Gs) whose sum is not Borel. It would be interesting to know whether this remains true if "connected" is weakened to "nondiscrete".
